The DISCO Network Presents

Virtual Disabili-TEA & Neurodiversi-TEA Party
Virtual Disabili-TEA & Neurodiversi-TEA Party

Thursday, December 1, 1:00-2:00pm on Zoom

Meet other disabled and neurodivergent students and play some community-building games!

Access:

- CART (captioning) will be available
- Use RSVP form for access requests, or email Sarah Torsch at dsi-studentservices@umich.edu

Register: http://bit.ly/3UXAgo0

ID: Two tea cups sitting next to each other. One tea cup has the DISCO logo, a disco ball at the center of a black quantum computing symbol, and the other has the University of Michigan Digital Studies logo. A yellow tea bag string coming out of the tea cup has the Digital AF Lab logo

The Digital Accessible Futures Lab is hosting a virtual tea party for undergraduate and graduate students interested in disability culture and community. Meet other disabled and

December 2022
of tea or other beverage/snack/stim toy of your choosing! CART will be provided.

1:00pm - 2:00pm EST

Register

Presented by the Humanities & Technoscience Lab

PLATFORM FEMINISM

& The Politics of Elevation

with Dr. Rianka Singh

DECEMBER 1, 2022
4:00PM – 5:30PM EST

The HaT lab aims to build reproducible curricular interventions, with partners in STEM and allied disciplines, that leverage humanistic studies of discrimination, injustice, and inequity to not only transform the ways STEM fields incorporate diverse perspectives into their course offerings, but also to make STEM pathways more attractive to students from underrepresented communities.

This talk proposes a new feminist media theory that positions the platform as a media object that elevates and amplifies some voices over others while rendering marginal resistance tactics illegible. I develop the term “Platform Feminism” to describe an emerging view of digital platforms as an always-already useful form of empowerment. I argue that Platform Feminism has come to structure and dominate popular imaginaries of feminist politics.

CART will be provided.
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rendering marginal resistance tactics illegible. I develop the term “Platform Feminism” to describe an emerging view of digital platforms as an always-already useful form of empowerment. I argue that Platform Feminism has come to structure and dominate popular imaginaries of feminist politics. CART will be provided

Zoom Link

Zoom Password: HATLAB